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Software
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CAMBRIDGE, MA -- PowerSteering Software, the leader in on-demand project & portfolio
management (PPM) solutions for managing IT, Lean Six Sigma, PMOs and other enterprise
initiatives, today announced the introduction of new integration capabilities.

Through a partnership with Pervasive Software (NASDAQ:PVSW), a global leader in SaaS data
management and agile integration software, PowerSteering has expanded its integration
functionality to include 150 additional data sources to provide customers with a consolidated
view of all critical information. Relevant portfolio management data from time tracking
software, financial applications, reporting tools, Active Directory services, human resource and
ERP systems can quickly and easily be reflected in PowerSteering.
“PowerSteering’s seamless integration to any data source means our customers will benefit from
accurate, timely and complete information to improve portfolio visibility, analysis, and decision
making,” reports Tibor Vais, PowerSteering’s Senior Vice President of Product Management.
“With Pervasive’s proven track record of SaaS integration excellence, we can meet all of our
customers’ integration needs regardless of application, file type, or database server.”
“Pervasive Software continues to lead the way in empowering innovative SaaS partners like
PowerSteering to provide integration offerings that truly align with their customers’ expectations
of SaaS-friendly speed and economics,” said Mike Hoskins, Pervasive CTO and general
manager, Integration Products for Pervasive. “Industry leaders like PowerSteering continue to
adopt Pervasive’s SaaS-enabled integration technology to gain a competitive edge and deliver
greater value to their customers.”
Customers who use PowerSteering for portfolio, resource and project management or time
tracking can instantly share relevant data between PowerSteering and their ERP or financial
applications, including Oracle, PeopleSoft and SAP, or collaboration tools like Microsoft’s
SharePoint. They can also integrate with third-party Business Intelligence systems to
accommodate their unique reporting and analytic requirements.

About PowerSteering Software

PowerSteering Software is the leader in On-Demand Enterprise PPM software for managing IT,
Lean Six Sigma, New Product Development and other strategic. Its easy-to-use software
provides executives at the US Department of Defense, Raytheon, Ingersoll Rand, Merck, United
Health Group, TD Bank, Seagate, Best Buy and over 120 other customers with executive
visibility, strategy alignment, and enhanced team productivity to drive strategy and accelerate
results across the enterprise. For additional information, please visit
www.powersteeringsoftware.com or call 1-866-390-9088.
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